
The Brief: #4 The Patient Advocacy groups briefing paper (download here) 

To write a punchy and digestible briefing paper that Cochlear’s UK market access team can use to inform, engage 

and influence Patient Advocacy groups which represent the interests of people who need access to a cochlear 

implant.  

In addition, the paper should include the relevant points for Patient Advocacy groups of a 96-page complex 

technical analysis on the cost-effectiveness of cochlear implants.  

Citations/references should be presented according to the Vancouver system. 

The Strategy: 

To stimulate discussion and create a platform for further engagement between Cochlear and Patient Advocacy 

groups, the paper focused on raising awareness and encouraging Patient Advocacy groups to keep thinking about 

the issues raised. 

As the least technical of the 4 target groups in this series, this paper took the form of a fact sheet of key points that can 

be shared to make it as digestible as possible. 

The Results: 

The #4 The Patient Advocacy group briefing paper can be downloaded here. 

Cochlear testimonial: “We think that explaining complex health economics in such a concise way is a very big 

achievement. The numerical examples are easy to understand, all four briefings read very clearly, and have been 

well-received with our target audiences. James did a great job of framing the debate on the problems in the 

referral pathway for four distinct audiences with different perspectives on implants and different levels of 

technical knowledge. I highly recommend James for healthcare writing projects.” – Hafsa Quadri, Global 

Manager, Health Economics and Outcomes Research at Cochlear and Tim Mann, Market Access Specialist, 

Cochlear Europe.

Copy close-up:

Business and technical writing services

Copy close-up:

Fact 2: Cochlear implants are a life-changing, cost-effective and reliable 

intervention for people with severe to profound sensoneural hearing loss.  

Fact 3: Current estimates suggest around five per cent of the eligible 

adult population who could benefit from access to a cochlear implant 

have received.

Health economics 101: Cost-effectiveness (CE) is 

measured as an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio 

Fact 1: Severe to profound hearing loss is a problem 

affecting around 909,500 UK adults. 

(ICER). In general terms, the ICER describes the cost of achieving a gain in 

quality of life. The ICER is defined as the difference in cost between two 

interventions divided by the difference in outcomes from both interventions 

e.g. the cost of a hearing aid (HA) vs. the cost of a cochlear implant (CI) 

divided by the benefit of a HA vs. the benefit of a CI.  

An intervention is usually recommended if it offers equivalent effectiveness to 

the existing intervention at a lower overall cost, or if it offers increased 

effectiveness and falls within the cost effectiveness (CE) threshold. The CE 

threshold describes the maximum amount society is willing to pay for an extra 

unit of health gain.
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